Increasing student engagement in higher education using a context-aware Q&A teaching framework
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ABSTRACT
Modeling in Software Engineering is a complex task which includes interaction and discussion. Often multiple iterations are needed to end up with a satisfying design to handle given problems like complexity or change. This behavior can also be seen in education in software engineering, where learners tend to iterate over their models after having multiple discussions with their instructors or peers about possible solutions. This is an important part of the learning process, however, it is increasingly harder to implement for large scale on campus courses due to high student to lecturer ratios. One of the biggest problems is that lecturers are not able to allocate their time during class to support all students equally. This issue leads to new teaching methodologies and automated or semi-automated tools to support in-class interaction of students. However, these tools are lacking an automated mapping between questions asked and the teaching context provided. This context has to be inserted manually or is implicitly available during the lecture, however is lost after the lecture is over. In this paper we describe the adaption of a lecture-style instruction and the introduction of a context-aware Q&A teaching framework to increase student interaction by parallelizing it with content delivery. We achieve this while also lowering barriers for students to participate, even in multi-classroom setups. The stated approach also allows the creation of a knowledge repository which persists student interaction including its teaching context. This repository can be used by students to prepare for upcoming exams as well as by instructors to optimize their teaching content. Using our approach, we are able to show that there is an increase in student participation, leading to increased student examination performance for active students.

1 INTRODUCTION
Typically, models in software engineering are used to abstract and communicate with other developers [5]. To properly teach software engineering modeling concepts and its implications it is important that students actively [12] participate in exercises and follow in-class content while also being able to express their thoughts and ideas about certain concepts to strengthen their knowledge on the related material. In certain course environments, new teaching methodologies such as flipped classroom [22], team teaching [9] and others have been invented to tackle the problem of apathetic students during class, by increasing student engagement. Still, many of those teaching concepts do not scale for large class sizes with over 1000 students [16][14] or lack the needed tool support. This is especially problematic for Massive On Campus Courses (MOCCs) which we define as follows: A MOCC is a course held on-campus using multiple classrooms for a single lecture by applying live-streaming technologies to deliver teaching content to all participants at the same time but in different locations. In addition to the introduction of new teaching methodologies new teaching tools have been introduced in teaching environments focusing on larger class sizes. These tools can be categorized into two major groups. There are e-learning platforms like Moodle [24] or Sakai [28] which are mainly used for lecture content storage and lecture organization. Other platforms like OnlineTED [26], Pingo [27], and Tweedback [33] focusing on in-class interaction, mainly serving as audience response systems. The first systems of their kind where expensive and came with bundled hardware like clickers to achieve quiz show like feels and other functionality. Yet, setup cost and configuration efforts reduced its impact on teaching environments and lead to a redesign of many tools in the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) [1] direction. However, two major aspects have been left aside while implementing and using the different teaching tools offered: teaching context and scalability.

Applying the stated interaction tools to MOCCs especially in regard to multi-room lecture setups introduces new challenges of student interaction. Students often have a hard time asking questions to their instructors while participating using a live-stream for content delivery. In this particular case, the appropriate teaching context is even more important to phrase and answer student
questions in an accurate manner. In this paper we apply the term context awareness \[29\] to teaching as follows: Context aware teaching information includes all processes and information provided at a specific time and location based on goals of the instructor and the needs of the learner during a lecture or an exercise. Context aware teaching information is a discrete unit of knowledge including the mapping to its relevant lecture material. This unit can be in the form of clarifications of lecture content, references towards other existing teaching material or additions to teaching content.

This paper provides a context-aware Q&A teaching framework to scale beyond single class room setups and describes the needed adaptations to a traditional teaching methodology. Its contribution is threefold:

(1) First, it provides a framework to collect and supply the needed context for peers or teaching staff to answer questions accurately. This also allows the creation of a knowledge repository for students in the form of Q&A reports for each lecture, which contains the teaching context to keep questions traceable towards lecture material and therefore reusable over time. Furthermore, the teaching staff can use the system as an audience response system to query students about their state of knowledge on specific topics.

(2) Second, it enables instructors to graphically analyze interactions related to specific teaching content. The data collected by the system allows the statistical analysis of student interaction.

(3) Third, it provides reproducible modifications to an existing teaching methodology which can be applied to MOCCs as well as traditional lecture setups. Our research shows an increase of student participation as well as an improvement in examination results for students participating in class using the framework.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work is inspired by existing tools that are able to improve the classroom learning experience. It incorporates proven concepts while extending the functionality to integrate teaching material context. This section introduces each of the tools in more detail, highlighting pros and cons during their use in public universities and according to our personal experience.

2.1 OnlineTED

OnlineTED \[26\] is a web based audience response system for higher education that uses the students own internet-enabled devices to participate in in class quizzes. It’s main objective is the assessment of students knowledge during a lecture and serve as a starting point for a discussion. The quizzes are supposed to increase the students’ attention and promote interaction even with large classes. Early results show that web based audience response system seem to perform better than traditional systems using clickers but are highly dependent on a available Wifi or mobile data connection.\[32\] While it can’t be used as question and answer system for students, having the ability to probe students knowledge during class provides instructors with a powerful tool to adjust lectures on the fly to improve the learning outcome.

2.2 Tweedback

Tweedback \[33\] is a system similar to OnlineTED to gather feedback during a lecture. It consists of three independent feedback channels: pre-built quizzes to be asked by the teacher, anonymous questions from students on a chat wall, and so called problem buttons to communicate concrete problematic situations such as “voice to quiet” or “please give an example”. The results from these channels are shown to the instructor in a web interface and a summary of the lecture can be received via email after the lecture. The questions by students are asked anonymously and students can up-vote questions of interest as well as provide answers to them. When a question gets enough up-votes the instructor is notified and can decide to address the question. This approach has several problems. Questions that concern only a small number of students get very few up-votes and therefore are never addressed. The inherit problem to this approach is that question and answer get split up into different communication channels using a software platform for asking questions and spoken word for answers provided by lecturers. This makes it difficult to persist the generated knowledge due to distribution of artifacts. Question, answer, and context are spread over different channels and technologies. This system claims to indicate critical situations to the professor, but fails at addressing individual needs of students as all data collected is focused on the crowd rather than the individual student. Furthermore, the idea of providing feedback to the instructor is a good approach but instructors need to divide their attention which can have a negative impact on the lecture quality. Another downside of Tweedback is that generated knowledge can’t be made available for students after the lecture as knowledge repository because the data collected is only captured per lecture. This also prohibits complex data analysis for teaching staff without doing a large amount of additional work.

2.3 Slack

Early 2017, Slack \[18\] rolled out a feature called Threads. This feature allows users to reply to a message directly and have message and replies organized in a small sub-conversation. The motivation behind this feature was to group messages that talk about the same topic to avoid cluttering the channel with messages. Without threads, a Slack channel can quickly get very hard to follow because multiple sub-conversations overlap. The message that starts a thread can be seen as a sort of context that all replies relate to. The implementation of this feature shows that the developers of Slack have realized how important context can be for a textual conversation. The framework to be introduced will make use of this new feature by opening new threads for each question stated by students.

2.4 AMATI

AMATI (Another Massive Audience Teaching Instrument) \[19\] tried to unite many of the features that tools such as Tweedback and OnlineTED offer by implementing live quizzes, a question wall, and a mood chart. Live quizzes function very similar to other tools by serving multiple choice question to students and showing a graphical representation of results. The question wall allowed students to ask questions anonymously and had a up-vote functionality. Teaching assistants and tutors were able to answer questions while
students could "like" answers to show they understood the answer. To add context to a question a hashtag based system was created. Students could apply a tag to their question or select from a predefined set of hashtags. This allowed grouping of questions with similar context but did not allow a direct connection to the teaching content delivered by the instructor. AMATI also does not have the ability to generate meaningful question reports for students but this was highlighted as future work in [19].

3 CHALLENGES IN HIGHER EDUCATION

While several studies [4][10][15] provide different results on the impact of high student numbers per class on student performance, statistics definitely show that student enrollment numbers are increasing year by year in the last decade. The federal statistics office in Germany published the following numbers in 2017[13]: 230,670 students have been enrolled in Germany in the winter-term 1998/1999, whereas there have been 432,589 enrolled students in Germany in the winter-term 2015/2016. This is a 87.53% increase over the last 17 years. This evidently leads to larger class sizes and in many cases also to higher student to lecturer ratios.

3.1 Synchronous in-class questions

This situation can have a severe impact on knowledge transfer in traditional lectures since asking questions is usually done by the raise of hand method. The lecturer then has the option to accept or dismiss the question and continues with the lecture content afterwards. Halting the lecture leads to lost lecture time which is considered to be the time that could be used to deliver new content to students but instead is used to elaborate on previous delivered content due to a question. The idle time for students not concerned with the question is the same as the lost lecture time but multiplied with the number of students not concerned with the question. The lost lecture time and student idle time can be modeled with mathematical formulas to show the influencing factors. The lost lecture time shall be called \( t_{\text{lost}} \) and the student idle time \( t_{\text{idle}} \). Given the number of students \( n_s \), numbers of questions asked \( n_q \) and average time to answer a question \( t_q \), the lost and idle times can be calculated with the following formulas.

\[
\begin{align*}
  t_{\text{lost}} &= n_q t_q \\
  t_{\text{idle}} &= (n_s - 1) n_q t_q
\end{align*}
\]

Let's assume a class that allows all students to actively participate with a size of \( n_s = 1000 \) where only 5 percent of the in-class participants intend to ask a question \( n_q = 50 \) with an average answer time of one minute \( t_q = 1 \) minute. Following this assumption a lecturer would have to spend up to \( t_{\text{lost}} = 50 \) minutes of in-class lecture time to address each question accordingly. This calculation does not even consider the idle times of students who know the answer to the given question already. This highlights the need of new means of interaction which also scale with high in-class student numbers.

3.2 Classroom Setups

The issue highlighted in the previous section gets even worse considering the fact that due to high student numbers a single classroom is often not sufficient anymore to accommodate all registered students. Students have the option to participate watching a live-stream of the lecture in a separate classrooms or use the possibility to stream lecture content from home, if available. Student participation however is impeded using separate rooms or video streaming since it is not supported by traditional means of interaction.

3.3 Barriers to Interaction

Due to the distinct nature of lecture participation highlighted above, new barriers of interaction can occur which lead to additional technological and methodological challenges for the teaching staff. These barriers can be categorized in physical, psychological, and technological barriers which will be covered in the following subsections.

3.3.1 Physical Barriers. For students not participating in the main hall, it is impossible to ask question via the traditional method of raise of hand. In addition to the physical barrier from the students perspective the teacher also has a hard time interacting with students at home or in different rooms. Therefore new means of interactions in both directions teacher-to-student and student-to-teacher have to be found and established.

3.3.2 Psychological Barriers. In addition to physical barriers there are psychological barriers, as students are intimidated by phrasing questions to a large audience especially when they do not know how to phrase their question properly[2].

3.3.3 Technological Barriers. Physical and psychological barriers aside, new means of interaction between multiple lecture rooms have to be established. This also leads to the issue of context-awareness as students asking questions during class tend to refer to certain lecture material while phrasing their question. Given an example from a software foundation course, namely Introduction to Software Engineering (ITSE) a student phrased an in-class question in the following way:

"Is nickname not an attribute of any class?"

The provided answer of the teaching staff was:

"You can put it in league and have a hash map mapping nickname to player"

The question was probably about a model of a software that handles some sort of leagues and players but this question-answer tuple doesn’t carry any value for students not participating in the same lecture hall as the context or reference towards the material discussed is missing. This relationship of questions and their context is especially important when there is a delay using a streaming service and students would like to phrase a question regarding lecture content which may have already been passed in the main lecture hall.

4 TEACHING METHODOLOGIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Looking back at the different challenges in higher education, new student centered approaches have been defined to enhance student participation in classrooms. Many of different approaches which can be found nowadays are based on the concept of increasing interaction during class hours. However, the problem of having a single instructor for many students in MOCCs is still persistent.
4.1 Content Delivery vs. Deepening Understanding

Approaches like flipped classroom [22] amongst others tend to delegate content delivery out of the classroom and therefore allow more time for discussion and exercises inside the classroom. A very similar separation can be seen in traditional teaching setups, where the separation is being done by splitting content delivery during class, from exercises being held in tutorial sessions. This concept however is often realized by the use of student tutors, as instructors can not deal with the high amount of students on their own. Other approaches are combining exercises and content delivery inside the classroom [11] [6] to deepen the understanding of students.

4.2 Automated Corrections vs. Instructor Explanations

Online teaching approaches like Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) deal with this problem by offering automated corrections for exercises. However, automatic verification can be difficult to achieve if the existing solution space is large. For complex answers MOOCs often rely on peer reviews to achieve reasonable results as the automated correction and verification for complex questions especially in regards software engineering is not trivial. Furthermore, verification of correctness does not necessarily explain the reasoning behind a given correction. Often, peers are also not able to provide the additional knowledge needed for in-depth corrections and insights. Fred G. Martin describes his experiences towards personal communication using small discussions each week in a MOOC as follows [21]:

"Most of my students got a lot out of the fall Stanford course - and our weekly discussion sections made a difference."

Especially in software engineering and modeling, learning is not only about correcting student solutions but actually to guide students, to achieve knowledge transfer. Yet, the traditional concept of knowledge transfer by asking questions during class is getting less and less popular due to the fact students prefer anonymity [7].

4.3 On Demand Delivery

Often, instructors have a hard time to split their attention between different students in a short amount of time. This is especially the case when instructors have to deal with heterogeneous student groups and questions are only of concern for small groups of the audience. Therefore having smaller classes in general or having more time to devote to each student can be seen as beneficial[3][25]. This leads back to subsection 3.1 as synchronous questions only allow to deal with a certain amount of questions per lecture unit and also stalling the content delivery thread. Therefore we propose a new teaching concept which we call a Virtual One-to-One Teaching, which increases the personal communication between single students and their instructors.

4.4 The Virtual One-to-One Teaching Concept

Before introducing our software framework, certain modifications of a traditional teaching methodology need to be applied in order to use the framework properly. The following subsections will cover each individual transformation step towards our Virtual One-to-One Teaching approach.

4.4.1 Question Moderator. Traditional lectures are a teacher-centered approach, focusing on the dialogue between the lecturer and the class as a synchronous process. To circumvent the issues described in subsection 3.1 we propose a new moderator role to be included into the teaching setup. The moderator person will take the synchronous load away from the instructor and will focus on answering questions from students using the provided framework. This reduces idle times for participating students waiting for new content and allows the instructor to keep transferring new lecture content. This approach is inspired by the methods used in team teaching, however the second teacher, in our case the moderator, has to moderate all incoming questions, deliver answers to students and is also able to accept given answers from student peers according questions. The moderator should not replace or interfere with the lecturer, yet provide a means for students to ask questions without stalling the lecture. A moderator can be any person which is qualified to answer student questions properly, by having the required knowledge of a certain subject. In our case study we used teaching assistants as well as tutors to provide answers to incoming questions. The role of the moderator can also be used to flag answers given by student peers as valid answers.

4.4.2 Additional content projector. Traditional lectures usually use a single projector setup to transfer lecture content. We propose the use of an additional content projector. This second projector takes the role of automatically providing moderated question-answer-context sets, the moment the a moderator decides to share them. This allows students to receive knowledge generated from questions by other peers, while keeping focused on the main lecture thread.

4.4.3 Review breaks. Lecture breaks should be used efficiently for reviews by the moderator and the lecturer. The lecturer should be provided with useful questions and answers to adjust the focus of lecture content, to ensure key aspects are properly transferred and understood by students.

4.4.4 Internet access. To ask questions, students should be able to access the internet to use the provided framework. Students have the minimal requirement to have a device with internet access at hand in order to access the framework in order to ask questions. If students are not participating in the lecture hall, they can also use their hand-held devices to view the information shown on the additional content projector as described in 4.4.2.

4.4.5 Optional: Lecture livestream. When dealing with more students than a single lecture hall can hold, other means of knowledge delivery are needed. We suggest the lecture should be made available online for enrolled students allowing them to participate from remote locations, compared to providing a live stream only towards additional lecture halls.
5 INTRODUCING CAQAS

First, this chapter introduces the software to support the previously described methodology in order to increase in-class interaction. The software bundle is called CAQAS (Context Aware Question & Answer System) and consists of seven components that are described in the following sections. Second, the process on how to ask questions and how the system handles the answering process will be described.

5.1 CAQAS Software Components

5.1.1 Context Aggregation. To accurately capture context during a presentation a small software called PresentersClient is deployed on the computer running the presentation in either Microsoft PowerPoint or Apple’s Keynote. This software automatically detects the current active slide information. This includes slide number and presentation name. When connecting to the server screenshots of the individual slides are generated and transferred to the server. This allows tracking of the ongoing presentation.

5.1.2 Context Providing. A server is responsible for providing context information via a RESTful API to messaging client integrations. It serves as a central data hub for all other components and ensures data integrity. It handles data flow between the other components.

5.1.3 Chatroom integration. We used Slack as chat room to serve as a central point for question asking and answering. A slack bot integration connects to the chat rooms via a real time messaging API provided by Slack (Slack RTM API[30]). The bot integration receives all messages sent in the channels and automatically detects questions by looking for question marks in messages. This component runs on a server and therefore is available during and after lectures. It tracks all questions from start to finish to prevent missing questions. We make use of Slacks new feature called threads to keep the structure of question channels clear and allow for discussions to be grouped together. We encourage the use of these threads by immediately opening a new thread when a question is posted. An example of such a thread can be seen in Figure 1.

5.1.4 Question Wall. During lectures answered questions are shown on a secondary projector in the lecture hall as soon as a satisfying answer has been reached. This allows students to follow up on questions while still focusing on the lecture content. The Question Wall updates itself automatically the moment the moderator decides to share the new question-answer-context set. It also provides options to filter stated questions by certain categories namely: general questions for lecture organization and content-related questions for in-class content. This gives the opportunity to have students focus only on content relevant information during lecture participation time. In addition to reviewing the question-answer-context sets provided, it is possible for students to review the full discussion of the answering process. This allows students to trace references and explanations if the pure answer is not sufficient for clarification. A screenshot of the question wall highlighting the lecture context, and the associated Q&A set can be seen in Figure 2. Students can choose to open the question wall on their own devices, as it is publicly available. This allows students to set a personal filter for question-answer-context sets to be displayed, in addition students can use the question wall while not participating live in the lecture but via live stream.

5.1.5 Knowledge Repository. Since the Question Wall provides students only with the last 10 questions asked, new means of storing and providing a knowledge repository for studying purposes has to be introduced. The CAQAS framework allow students to access generated Question-Answer reports in the form of portable document format (PDF) files for each session. The Question-Answer sets provided contain their relevant teaching context and are sorted
in the order questions occurred during class. In addition to the Question-Answer reports generated for content related questions, an additional report for general questions can be compiled containing organizational questions that have been asked during the course.

5.1.6 Teacher Audience Response System. CAQAS also provides the possibility to the teacher to query the student corpus with specific content-related questions to receive an impression of the knowledge state of the student audience. This can be done by sending a question via Slack in conjunction with providing different answer possibilities. Those answer possibilities can then be send to the CAQAS bot integration, which takes care of the summarization. Results will be presented on the Question Wall plotting the student votes graphically.

5.1.7 Teacher Audience Response System. CAQAS also provides the possibility to the teacher to query the student corpus with specific content-related questions to receive an impression of the knowledge state of the student audience. This can be done by sending a question via Slack in conjunction with providing different answer possibilities. Those answer possibilities can then be send to the CAQAS bot integration, which takes care of the summarization. Results will be presented on the Question Wall plotting the student votes graphically.

5.2 Question Asking Process

This section describes the process of asking and answering questions and explains the roles of the software components introduced in the previous section. When a student asks a question it is submitted to the corresponding Slack question channel. The CAQAS bot integration then automatically detects the question and asks the CAQAS Server for the current context. If a lecture is running, the bot responds to the question with a screenshot of the current slide. This opens a new thread in the Slack channel to signal to students that a question has been recognized by the system and guides the discussion. Students can override this behavior by supplying context information in the question itself or in a reply. For example, the text “s:32” will change the context to slide 32 of the running presentation.

If no presentation is currently running students have to supply the context for their question, if applicable. The CAQAS bot integration records all responses to a given question. The moderator can than decide to mark a given response as a correct answer. This triggers several actions. The CAQAS bot integration notifies the original author of the question that a final and moderated answer has been submitted by sending the question, answer, and context in a personal message. This allows students to keep focusing on the lecture as they don’t have to monitor their question unless they want to participate in the discussion. Additionally, the question-answer-context sets are send to the Question Wall where they are displayed for all students. If a student is not satisfied with the answer provided, it can still be changed by a moderator and a new notification will be send when a reviewed answer is available.

6 EVALUATION

This section describes our evaluation applied during the ITSE’16 and ITSE’17 course. First, it describes the study design, followed by our descriptive analysis and quantitative analysis.

6.1 Study Design

In the previous iteration of the course, ITSE’16, the same chat room application Slack was used for student-teacher interaction as in ITSE’17 during and after the lecture. The addition in ITSE’17 was the integration of the context aware question and answer system described in section 5. This allows a comparison of collected data to evaluate the impact of context information on student interaction. In ITSE’16 all question and answer pairs were recorded and categorized into general and content related questions however the implicit lecture context was not saved. This can be directly compared to the data collected in ITSE’17 as shown in Table 1.

Additionally, students were given a survey to evaluate their experience with the framework. The survey was made available to students for a duration of 30 days at the end of the semester in 2017. 301 participants filled out the survey, out of which 224 were complete responses. The survey consisted of 29 questions in four categories. In the first question group “General” some basic data about the participant like field of study and current semester were gathered as well as information about participation and tool use. The group consists of seven questions, with two of them directly relating to the use of CAQAS. The results from these questions are used to filter the remaining groups and to only show relevant questions to the participants. A student who did not use CAQAS to ask questions should not have to evaluate the different aspects of the tool. The second group “Methodology” was also mandatory for all participants and is supposed to provide comparable data to evaluate the change in exercise methodology, compared to last years
iteration of the course. The group consists of four questions total. Two dichotomous questions are used to evaluate the participants opinion of question asking process in CAQAS:

- Do you prefer questions being asked via Slack & CAQAS compared to asking the professors directly?
- Do you prefer questions being answered via Slack & CAQAS compared to the professor answering questions directly?

This section also contains an open ended feedback question to allow students to give general feedback regarding to tools and methodologies used in the ITSE lecture. In the third group “Tool Evaluation” the tools used in ITSE are evaluated in more detail, in terms of general impression, distraction, and ease of use. The group consists of 10 questions total. For CAQAS, the distraction levels by using a second projector for the Question-Answer wall are measured in two ordinal-polytomous questions. The questions are answered using a five point Likert scale.

- In the beginning of the semester: Did using multiple projectors showing different content distract you from following the lecture?
- After a few lectures using multiple projectors: Did using multiple projectors showing different content distract you from following the lecture?

The fourth section “CAQAS specific” consists of seven mixed type questions. This group is only presented to participants who have used CAQAS at least once. This group focuses on the individual features of CAQAS.

### 6.2 Descriptive Analysis

#### 6.2.1 Data Description

In ITSE’16 students asked a total of 67 questions. None of these questions had a reference to context and consisted only of a question and answer pair. The categorization of questions can be seen in Table 1. With the introduction of context the number of questions asked increased by 431% to a total of 356 questions. Student numbers increased by 25% from 1142 to 1432, however this cannot account for such an increase in the total number of questions asked. The categorization of questions in ITSE’17 can be seen in Table 1. Furthermore, only 6 out of 356 questions were asked anonymously. Unsurprisingly, the majority of general questions (62%) were asked in the first week of the lecture. This might be due to the semi-anonymous nature of the chat room we used. Students needed to sign up with their university identifier but were allowed to choose a username themselves. This allowed us to match our collected data to exam grades while giving students the freedom to choose their own user names. The anonymous question feature allowed students to hide their chosen username when asking questions.

#### 6.2.2 Survey results

Interestingly, more people attended the lecture via live stream (48%) than participating on campus in person (40%). Attendance via lecture recording was the least popular option (12%). This may indicate that the location aspect has a bigger impact on attendance than time constraints. The percentage of participants who used CAQAS is 31.75% according to our survey. This is significantly higher than the percentage reported by our own collected data, which was 17.1%. This disparity is due to the fact that not all students who signed up for the course actually participated. Since there is no way for us to exactly determine the number of participating students the percentage of students using CAQAS is believed to be close to the result of the survey.

A overwhelming majority (68.54%) of students reported that they liked the fact, that questions were asked via Slack and not directly to professor. A smaller majority (55.61%) reported that they liked questions being answered via Slack more. 64.28% of participants reported that they asked more questions via Slack than they would have by raise of hand.

The open feedback question received 69 results with 42 of them concerning CAQAS. The responses were classified into categories to analyze trends. The classification resulted in 10 categories. Each response was matched to exactly one category. Responses that would fit into multiple categories where split up into several unique responses. The results can be seen in Table 2.

In terms of distraction students showed that the use multiple projectors takes time to get used to but does not impact their ability to follow the lecture. Table 3 shows the results for the survey regarding the use of multiple projectors.

### 6.3 Quantitative Analysis

First, the number of questions asked by each student was mapped to the number of points scored in the final exam. To have consistent data the students who chose not to attend the exam were removed from the dataset as their score of zero points is not representative of their knowledge state. Furthermore, students who failed the exam intentionally to retry at a later point in their study were excluded as well. This was done by removing all entries with an exam score of less than 20 points. The 20 point threshold was determined by manually examining the dataset and exams. The points scored in
Table 3: Distraction by the use of multiple projectors. All numbers in %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distraction</th>
<th>First lecture</th>
<th>During the semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Much</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Much</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td>17.99</td>
<td>10.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slightly</td>
<td>24.69</td>
<td>17.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>46.86</td>
<td>64.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Answer</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect size for the ANOVA resulted in $\eta^2 = 0.037$. Using Cohen’s scale [8] this can be interpreted as a small effect of questions asked on the points scored in the final exam.

![Boxplot of scores achieved by groups](image)

Figure 4: Boxplot of scores achieved by groups

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY

It was not possible for the survey to check participants status of enrollment in the course, therefore it is possible that people not taking the course took part in the survey. While we do not believe this was the case it is important to mention it for future research. Additionally, the survey software used has no way of prohibiting multiple entries in anonymous surveys. We used cookies to stop students filling out the survey multiple times but clearing the browser cache or a different device could easily circumvent this measure. Furthermore, due to time constraints, the survey had to be executed before students took the final exam. It is unclear if this had an impact on the result but should be considered when trying to replicate the results.

8 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We were able to show that student interaction in question and answer systems can be increased by providing the teaching context as seen in Table 1. We also showed that students participating in class scored significantly higher scores in the final exam. The CAQAS framework can achieve increased interaction with adaptations to traditional teaching methods. While our results needs to be validated for courses outside the software engineering domain, we believe that it is applicable to all courses where an iterative process of question-answer-context sets is valuable. The CAQAS framework was introduced in the beginning of the ITSE’17 class, however there was no proper tutorial, on how to use certain given

\[
\eta^2 = \frac{SS_{between}}{SS_{total}}
\]
features. Lacking a proper tutorial, many students where able to use basic functions of the CAQAS framework for example asking questions, however applying context-changes to questions asked or using the possibility to lookup slide references was mainly done by a moderator. This shows that CAQAS was easy to use for basic features, however it was more complex to modify a given lecture context or adding missing references to a particular question.

Students seem to have used the provided Question-Answer reports to a similar extend as the lecture material itself, according to download numbers, this indicates lecture reports have been a valuable asset for lecture and exam preparation.

The peer instruction mechanism students could use to answer questions, which than have been reviewed by a moderator worked nicely, however most of the time students used this feature outside of class hours and for exam preparation where students helped each other to prepare.

The introduced moderator role during class worked well to select and answer questions allowing the lecturer to minimize lost lecture time, however additional moderators have been proven useful depending on the number of students and the usage of the framework.

The Up-voting feature for interesting questions did not work out as intended, as it turned out to be a high cognitive load for students to follow the complete chat discussion while following the lecture content.

Answering questions in a timely manner after lecture hours and especially during peak exam preparation times was hard to do for a single moderator, suggesting to introduce multiple moderators for the upcoming ITSE course.

8.1 Future Work

During lectures, questions can arise with higher frequency than outside of lectures often overwhelming teaching assistants and moderators. When multiple questions appear in a short period of time it is possible for the first question to be pushed off-screen by the following questions. This can lead to the question being overseen and the student not receiving an answer. Currently, there is no way for students to ‘push’ their question back to the front. The student has to ask the question again to get an answer. This problem can be fixed by tracking unanswered question with CAQAS and notifying moderators when a question has been unanswered for a certain period of time.

The generated question reports for each lecture are a very static and therefore are a non interactive form of knowledge repository. Students can only manually see through the reports for each lecture. This leads to many question being asked multiple times because the task of looking through reports to check if a question has been asked already is cumbersome. This problem is most noticeable in the channel for general questions, where students ask about certain dates, regulations, or other organizational matters multiple times. Ideally a feature like this would integrate with the question asking process, suggesting similar questions to students as they type theirs. This could reduce the workload for moderators and remove clutter from the chat box. Reducing duplicate questions also lowers the distraction caused by the tools because students have to check the question wall or chat room less often.